Subaru 126cc 5hp engine

Subaru uses a four or five character code to identify all of their engines. The EK series was a
inline twin cylinder engine. Early versions were air-cooled two-stroke cycle , later replaced with
water-cooled configurations in All of Subaru's four-cylinder engines except the EN series are
liquid-cooled, horizontally opposed boxer four-strokes. The EA was used from until in most
models. It is a basic two-valve-per-cylinder design with siamese ports, or one port that is
directly next to another, and three main crankshaft main bearings. Engines with overhead
camshafts were installed with two timing belts, whereas vehicles with overhead valves used
timing gears exclusively. Subaru unveiled the world's first boxer diesel engine to be fitted in a
passenger car at the Geneva Auto Show in The EE20 shares a bore pitch dimension and
assembly line with the EZ30 at the Ooizumi Factory; compared to the contemporaneous
gasoline EJ20, which has a similar displacement, the EE20 is Fuji Heavy Industries FHI spent
three years starting in fall developing the EE20 after concluding the marque needed a diesel
engine to compete in Europe. The EE20 was originally released with Euro-4 emissions
compliance; an oxidation catalyst and diesel particulate filter are mounted close to the turbo,
using heat from exhaust gases, and the exhaust gas recirculation system is water-cooled to
meet regulations. Per the March announcement at Geneva, the EE20 was sold in Legacy wagon
and sedan and Outback vehicles for the European market; the diesel was only offered with a
manual transmission at first, and the clutch and flywheel were specifically modified for diesel
use. In , citing increasingly stringent emissions standards, the project manager for the Impreza
stated that further development of the EE20 had been halted. The capacity gained would be
used to start producing plug-in hybrids in and electric vehicles by The fifth digit is the only way
to tell without seeing the engine. The Phase II engines featured new cylinder heads and
crankshafts with the thrust bearing located at crank bearing 5 instead of 3. It is based on the EJ
engine and shares many components, like the crankshaft from the EJ The Subaru EN inline-four
engine was introduced in to replace the straight-two EK series engine that was originally
engineered as an air-cooled engine and then was modified as a water-cooled engine used in the
â€” Subaru R The EN is used in all kei cars and kei trucks currently in production by Subaru.
While the FA and FB engines share a common platform, the FA shares very little in dedicated
parts with the FB engine, with a different block, head, connecting rods, and pistons. The
FB-series initially available as naturally-aspirated engines in 2. Subaru announced details of the
FB engine on 23 September The FB has an all new block and head featuring dual overhead
cams with intake and exhaust variable valve timing AVCS - Active Valve Control System , and a
timing chain that replaced the timing belt. Moving to chain-driven cams allows the valves to be
placed at a more narrow angle to each other and shrinks the cylinder bore from It results in less
unburned fuel during cold start, thereby reducing emissions. Subaru also uses asymmetrical
connecting rods like those in EZ The FB is only marginally heavier and has similar exterior
dimensions compared to an EJ engine of equivalent displacement. In Jan , Car and Driver was
told direct injection would be added soon. Subaru claims a percent reduction in friction losses,
mainly due to lighter pistons and connecting rods. The CB engine was first introduced in with
the second-generation Levorg. Bore and stroke are All of Subaru's six-cylinder engines are of a
liquid-cooled, Flat-6 four-stroke design. Bore: It is a flat-six, valve, quad-cam engine with an
aluminium block and heads. It is available in EZ30 and EZ36 variants. The EZ30D used one
exhaust port per head, a cable-actuated throttle, variable intake geometry, and a cast aluminium
intake manifold. It was only available with an automatic transmission. It was available in manual
and automatic unlike the original EZ30D. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list
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Subaru Robin equipment has a factory model number and serial number on a sticker-like label
or metallic tag attached to the unit in a place away from moving parts usually near the handle,
under the seat, or on the side of the unit. The best way to buy repair parts for your Subaru
Robin is to begin by searching for your Subaru Robin model number on PartsTree and use the
OEM Subaru Robin parts diagrams to find the parts that fit exactly like the originals from the
Subaru Robin factory. When you locate your Subaru Robin model tag, take a picture for future
repair parts needs. Note: To buy engine parts for your Subaru Robin , like an air filter, oil filter,
fuel filter, spark plug, tune-up kit, or carburetor parts, you will likely need to search separately
on PartsTree for your engine model. On Subaru Robin equipment, the engine model and
specification "spec" numbers, as well as serial number and sometimes type and code, are often
stamped above the muffler, by the spark plug, or near the overhead valve cover. PartsTree All
Rights Reserved. Weather Notice: Shipments may be delayed due to inclement weather. Click
here for more information. There are no items in your default Equipment list. Search by Part.
There are no items in your Shopping Cart. View Shopping Cart Checkout Now. Need help
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unique model number just like your car. Locating this number helps us get you the correct
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fuel it is recommended to replace the Bowl Gasket. Gaskets and O-rings are a common source
of problems. They eventually shrink, causing fuel and air leaks that lead to poor engine
performance. This part provides an air tight seal for the air cleaner and carburetor. This part is
made out of composite material and it is sold individually. You would need a screwdriver to
complete a repair. This replacement air filter element is specially manufactured for use on
Subaru-Robin engines. It is a genuine OEM item, not an aftermarket alternative. Its purpose is to
filter out dust and debris from contaminating the engine. This urethane foam filter is sold

individually. Replacing this filter element is a very simple task that does not require any tools.
This part provides an air tight seal between a carburetor and an insulator. You would need a
wrench to complete a repair. This part provides an air tight seal between a Carburetor and an
Insulator. This part is made out of Composite Material and it is Sold Individually. Shopping Cart.
Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore
a saved shopping cart. Preferred Partners of. Lawn Equipment Parts. Enter Your Model Number.
Repair Center Visit our repair center for instructional repair videos and articles Go to the repair
center. This article will help you troubleshoot your fuel-line replacement repairs See More
Articles. Same Day Shipping. Popular Parts. Bowl Gasket Part Number: Packing Part Number:
Element Part Number: Gasket2 Insulator Part Number: 20A Insulator Gasket Part Number: 20A
In-stock inventory ship from our warehouse in 1 business day. How Are We Doing? Sign up.
Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email
to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Misc
Parts. Pump Parts. How to Fix a 2-Cycle Engine Carburetor. This engine is the face of Subaru
cars. Subaru Company uses opposed ones which are one of the internal combustion engine
layouts. Two adjacent pistons are always in the same position, e. The movement of the pistons
in the engine can be compared with a boxer fight, hence another name for an opposed engine is
a boxer. A special feature of the design is the installation of each piston and connecting rod on
a separate connecting rod journal. Opposed ones always have an even number of cylinders 2, 4,
6, 8, 10, 12 , the most common are four- and six-cylinder ones. The undeniable advantages of an
opposed engine are its low center of gravity, minimal vibration during operation and a high level
of safety in a frontal collision. Down shifted center of gravity provides better stability and
handling of the vehicle. The low-mounted engine is on the same axis as the transmission, thus
achieving a more efficient power transmission. History of Subaru four-cylinder engines has
three generations: EA series ; EJ series , crankshaft on 5 main bearings, , crankshaft on three
main bearings ; FB series since The opposed engine is almost completely free of vibration.
Mutually coordinated motion of adjacent pistons ensures smooth operation. The mass balance
in the opposed engine allows the crankshaft to be mounted on three main bearings instead of
the usual five , which significantly reduces the length and its weight. Opposed motor meets
passive safety requirements to a greater extent. In a head-on collision, the engine goes down
under the vehicle and thus saves the lives of passengers in the passenger compartment.
Unfortunately, it has its disadvantages. The most serious is the high labor intensity of repair
work associated with the peculiarity of the engine design. It is noted in some sources that the
horizontal movement of the piston leads to uneven wear of the cylinder liner and, as a result,
increased oil consumption. They are currently being developed and installed by Subaru and
Porsche. Inline six-cylinder engine pistons rotate the common crankshaft. In theory, the
four-stroke six-cylinder one is fully balanced, as the inertia forces of the different cylinders
compensate each other. In addition, in contrast with the inline four-cylinder one, the inertia
forces of the second order are also mutually compensated. As a result, the six-cylinder inline
engines are simple in construction and provide a high degree of smooth running. Again, the
theory is that the mutual compensation of all forces is similar to that of the V12, which is two
angled six-cylinder engines with a single crankshaft. The V-shaped six-cylinder engine has a
scheme with two rows of cylinders, three in a row, and a common crankshaft applied. The
cylinders are arranged at an angle to each other, which is why the letter V appeared in the name.
They appeared on the Italian model Lancia Aurelia in , and due to its compact size quickly
gained popularity, especially during the period of mass transition to the transverse
arrangement. The V6 was not balanced, but soothing shafts were not used â€” the vibration
problem was solved by counterweights on the crankshaft. The power of a conventional engine
non-turbated and not boosted depends directly on its working volume. It has two volume
values: fiscal and real. The real volume is always smaller than the fiscal volume, as rounding
goes up in order to increase the tax amount. So, an engine declared to be 2. The main difference
between the two is their power, 2. In , there was a significant event that marked a new era in the
development of the brand. A year later, the engineers slightly increased the torque of this unit
by 6 hp although the maximum torque has decreased from to Nm. At the very beginning of ,
Subaru presented a model WRX STi with EJ20 under the hood, hp and torque of Nm, which was
as close as possible to the rally version of Impreza, which replaced Legacy at the World
Championships since Interestingly, in the U. Save my name, email, and website in this browser
for the next time I comment. AGM batteries do not require a special introduction since they have
been used both on new motorcycles and cars and on older models. Such batteries from
third-party manufacturers have more advanced characteristics Such flashlights fully perform all
tasks assigned to them and give the car freshness and style. Nowadays, it is common for
people to buy Subaru cars or other such AWD cars and make modifications to them. And they

do this in the hope of getting their vehicles to go off-road. That sounds cool, right? It is no
wonder Without a good battery, your vehicle cannot run at optimum. Not only does it allow you
to start your vehicle, but it also powers electrical components in the car. As such, you must
ensure that your car battery is in Many car lovers value them for their individuality. Their main
advantages are ergonomic interior, excellent visibility, reliable steering response while driving
on slippery surfaces, off-road performance. Among the The greater the distance from the lower
point of the car to the road surface, the harder it will be able to pass off-road areas. To increase
the size of the The low fit makes the LED headlamps and the design of the front end stand out
even more. The towing capacity actually includes anything that exceeds the total weight of the
vehicle when it is unloaded from al
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l cargo and passengers. Why do you need to know the load capacity in the first place? It is
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